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INTRODUCTION

R
emember the good old days, when adventures 
were underground, NPCs were there to be killed, 
and the finale of every dungeon was the dragon on 

the 20th level? Those days are back. Dungeon Crawl Classics 
adventures don’t waste your time with long-winded speech-
es, weird campaign settings, or NPCs who aren’t meant to be 
killed. Each adventure is 100% good, solid dungeon crawl, 
with the monsters you know, the traps you remember, and 
the secret doors you know are there somewhere.

This adventure is designed for 10 to 15 0-level characters. Re-
member that each player should have 3 characters. In play-
test groups of 15 PCs, 7 or 8 typically survive. The adventure 
can also be enjoyed by a party of 1st- to 2nd-level characters 
who are aided by hirelings. 

Bent on stopping the rash of abductions plaguing their vil-
lage, the characters discover a horde of vile beastmen inhab-
iting the ancient keep on the hill. Seeking the source of these 
abominations, the PCs uncover an ancient chaos cult and its 
source: an antediluvian ziggurat set in the center of a vast, 
underground sea. There, at the font of chaos, the PCs wit-
ness a wicked rite culminating in the sacrifice of their fellow 
villagers. If the PCs can interrupt the rite before its conclu-
sion and stave off the rebirth of the legendary chaos lord, 
they stand a chance of escaping the underworld alive. But if 
their courage or luck should fail them, the PCs will suffer a 
fate more fearsome than death, their spirits fueling the infer-
nal might of the reborn chaos lord.

BACKGROUND

A
ges past, innumerable chaos cults flourished on the 
edge of civilization. For each holy spire rising to 
extol the virtues of goodness and law, there was 

an infernal reflection, offering mankind material power and 
wealth in exchange for cruel acts and bloody sacrifice. Hu-
manity was a young and foolish race, and many a prince 
and peon sold his soul in exchange for power over his foe-
man. But as civilization endured, uniting tribes into clans 
and clans into kingdoms, slowly the light of law beat back 
the chaos. 

Not to be outdone, the powers of chaos and evil sought out 
champions of profound wickedness and cruelty, mortals 
possessed of the strength of will to lead the hordes of chaos 
against the armies of the enemy. 

These champions were the chaos lords. 

The brothers Molan and Felan were two such champions. 
Vicious and cunning beyond measure, and without a scrap 
of mercy in their war-hardened hearts, they led hordes of 
bestial humanoids to victory against the armies of good. 
With the spoils of their bloody campaigns, they raised a 
mighty keep and rained terror and violence down upon all 
in their demesne. 

In the end, the brothers’ success was their undoing. Dispa-
rate forces of men, dwarves, and elves rallied together in a 
crusade against the wicked chaos lords. For thirty-nine days, 
the allies laid siege to the foul keep. And on the fortieth day, 
the captain of the elves dealt Felan a mortal blow.

Realizing that his own end was drawing near, Molan retreat-
ed into the ancient caves beneath the keep. First the chaos 
lord entombed his brother in a hidden crypt, defended by no 
less than four curses. Then, as the armies of good laid waste 
to the keep, Molan gave up his mortal shell, commending his 
damned soul into the writhing limbs of the gods of Chaos.

Molan made only one request. When ages had passed, and 
the armies of good fell into disarray once more, he asked to 
return and lay waste to his ancient foes. 

That time has come. 
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RUMORS & SUPERSTITIONS

T
he keep looming high on the hill has long been a 
source of fearsome tales and terrible legends. The 
locals are steeped in superstitious lore surround-

ing the keep; some of the tales ring with truth while others 
are misleading wives’ tales or the fanciful mumblings of a 
town drunk.

Before beginning the adventure, each player (not character) 
should roll 1d10 on the following table. It is up to the play-
ers to sort the truth from the lies, for while the rumors offer 
valuable clues, they can also lure foolish characters to their 
doom. 

1d10 Rumors & Superstitions
1 The great treasure vault of a lost dynasty remains 

hidden beneath the keep. 

2 The keep sits atop an ancient horror, a seed so wick-
ed that it taints all that come near. 

3 While the keep fell to the armies of good, they did 
not eradicate its fell legacy. Evil still festers with-
in the ruined walls, awaiting the day when it can 
emerge once more. 

4 Some of the villagers kidnapped in the night return 
as feral, bestial monsters!

5 The keep was ruled by chaos lords. Even after their 
defeat, their corpses were never discovered. 

6 A sleeping dragon lurks beneath the keep. Accept 
his quest and he will grant you a wish. 

7 Beware the well! It has swallowed many a poor 
soul.

8 Nothing good can come of disturbing the evil ruins. 
You’ll only unleash the horror beneath the hill.

9 Look for treasure in the keep’s sole remaining tow-
er. A wealth of gold is hidden there.  

10 The keep was once ruled by a pair of brothers—cha-
os lords, the foulest champions of evil to ever stalk 
the land. 

ENCOUNTER TABLE

Area Type Encounter
A C 2 vine horrors

B T Collapsing slope

B-1 T 4 banes

C T Portcullis trap
  2 beastmen

E C Tar ooze

F P Well of Souls

G H Sinkhole

H C Beastman champion
  6 beastmen
  Rot grub

1-1A T Blade trap

1-2 T Pool trap

1-4 C Chaos leviathan

1-5 C 22 beastmen

1-5a C Chaos Lord
  Beastman shaman
  3 beastmen acolytes

PLAYER START

You stand before the ruined keep, which squats atop a low, craggy 
hill, its walls of toppled stone and massive granite blocks hinting 
at forgotten battles and the clash of mighty armies. Now the ruins 
seem host only to creeping vines and the foul miasma that drifts 
down from the keep. 

The air is overrun with pestilence. Fat flies bite at you incessant-
ly, and clouds of small black insects choke your every breath. The 
long-abandoned land is strangled with thorny vines that drape the 
sickly trees and hang from the ruined walls. There is an odor of rot 
and decay, as if the hill itself were decomposing from within.

A sight gives you pause: a ragged banner, depicting a crimson 
skull on a black field, stands high atop the ruined walls. Whatever 
lurks within has terrorized you and your village for far too long. 

You turn to your companions and ready your meager weapons. 
The time for retribution has come. 
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THE RUINED KEEP 

General Features: The keep’s walls rise 30 feet from their 
rammed earth embankments. The walls and all the fallen 
stones are covered in a patchwork of moss, sickly vines, and 
lichen. Rather than simple carved blocks, the keep seems to 
have been built of enormous standing stones and mighty 
dolmens. The blocks are fitted together crudely, leaving 
cracks between the stones for rotting vegetation and pools 
of water that act as host to the gnats and mosquitoes. 

Approaching the Ruins: The PCs are free to enter as they 
see fit. While the most obvious approach takes them up the 
causeway (area A), this is also the most dangerous. Wily 
characters will be rewarded for their suspicion, though hesi-
tation should never be mistaken for caution.

Approaching from the west requires the characters to as-
cend the rubble (area B). Picking their way through the fallen 
blocks is not difficult, but carries its own risks as noted below. 

Approaching from northeast brings the PCs directly to the 
sinkhole (area G).

Characters attempting to ascend walls face a difficult climb. 
Each character must succeed on a DC 15 climb check or pitch 
from the wall—falling 20 feet for 2d6 damage—before tum-
bling down to the base of the rammed earth mound. 

Area A – Devil’s Causeway: An old dirt road, now overrun 
with weeds and sickly vines, rises towards the ruined citadel. A 
grisly sight bars your way: a pair of bodies, secured to poles by 
long ropey vines. The wicked vines have wormed their way inside 
the bodies’ eyes, ears, and mouths. To your horror, you realize the 
bodies are still moving. 

The bodies are vine horrors: corpses animated by the foul 
vines growing from seeds planted in their chests. The rot-
ting bodies serve both as nutritious hosts for the vines and 
as seed pods for future vine horrors. 

The horrors’ true nature becomes apparent when the char-
acters approach. The vines unwind from the posts, freeing 
the horrors to shamble toward the PCs. Each horror attacks 
twice per round, flailing with its long, ropey vines. 

If both vines strike the same victim in one round, they entan-
gle the target, automatically inflicting 1d6 points of crushing 
and choking damage on the following round. An entangled 
victim can win free with a DC 15 Strength check.

Vine Horrors (2): Init +2; Atk vine +2 melee (1d4); AC 13; 
HD 2d10; hp 10 each; MV 20’; Act 2d20; SP entangle (auto-
matic 1d6 damage on next round if both vine attacks land; 
DC 15 Str check to escape); SV Fort +2, Ref +0, Will +2; AL C.

On the attack that kills a vine horror, the host corpse splits 
open, spilling out thousands of small seeds slick with mu-
cus. The seeds become unviable in 12 hours but can move 
1 foot per hour until then. If a seed reach a corpse before 
expiring, the corpse rises as a vine horror in 1d4 days.

The corpses belonged to Keary and Alban, sons of the vil-
lage smith. The brothers vanished from the village eleven 
days ago. The beastmen killed the brothers and seeded their 
corpses with vine horrors to ward off any investigations 
from the townsfolk. Keary’s corpse is still carrying a short 
sword and dagger (gifts forged by his father), and Alban’s 
corpse has 5 cp hidden in its right boot.

Area B – Ruined Wall: The keep’s massive wall has collapsed 
here, spilling cyclopean stone blocks down the rocky slope. The 
blocks are precariously balanced atop one another, like a titan’s game 
of dice.

It is relatively simple work for the PCs to pick their way 
up the blocks and enter the keep. Several of the blocks are 
poised to shift if disturbed.

Cautious PCs that choose to carefully inspect the slope can 
detect and avoid the dangerous blocks with a DC 10 Intelli-
gence check. Dwarves or miners receive a free check (Intelli-
gence, DC 8) to notice the same. Dwarves should apply their 
racial bonus to the check.

Those ascending the slope without noting the danger in-
evitably trigger a slide. One false step and massive granite 
blocks tumble down the slope, crushing all in their path. 
Clouds of choking dust fill the air along with the screams 
of the dying and the deafening crash of stone against stone. 

All PCs on the slope are targets: Atk avalanche +5 melee; 
dmg 1d10. The gear of anyone killed in the slide is destroyed. 
Once the slide is triggered, the slope is safe.

Triggering the avalanche reveals the entrance to a long-
forgotten tomb. Characters searching the rubble in the af-
termath discover a narrow, rocky shaft descending 14 feet 
before opening into a small cave at the foot of an enormous, 
rune-carved portal. This is area B-1. 

Area B-1 – Tomb of the Fallen: If the PCs approach from 
the northwest, read or paraphrase the following:

You squeeze down through the narrow opening, dropping into the 
small cave below. The air is choked with chalky dust and the per-
vasive smell of rot. A single shaft of light cuts through the swirling 
dust to illuminate an enormous stone door set in a portal.

The portal is circumscribed in runes. At the center of the door is a 
large pentagram inscribed within a circle. Both the runes and the 
pentagram are set with silver and seem to glimmer faintly in the 
dim light.

If the PCs approach from area 1-1, read or paraphrase the 
following:

A strange and foreboding portal bars your way. The portal is cir-
cumscribed in runes. At the center of the portal is a large penta-
gram inscribed within a circle. Both the runes and the pentagram 
are set with silver and seem to glimmer faintly in the dim light.
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